0. Summary. This proposal requests the encoding of a casing pair of two Latin characters. If this proposal is accepted, the following characters will exist:

- A7C2 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER ANGLICANA W
- A7C3 LATIN SMALL LETTER ANGLICANA W
  - used in medieval English and Cornish

1. Introduction. Unicode 5.1 introduced a set of Latin characters required by medievalists, which were proposed by Michael Everson et al. in “Proposal to add medievalist characters to the UCS” (WG2 N3027; L2/06-027). Many of these characters encoded on the basis of that proposal are used in specialized medievalist transcriptions, where a level of paleographic accuracy is important. Not all medievalist transcriptions make use of such characters. For example, here is a Cornish text (Origo Mundi. from the Cornish Ordinalia):

In many editions a common modern transcription is generally used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>Ow map py theth the vroder • prag na thethe genes dre</td>
<td>606-607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caym</td>
<td>Anotho marthes preder • worth y wythyes govynne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>A myleges yth ober • ty renlathes rum lowte</td>
<td>610-611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hag ef ahana mar ger • ov molleth thyfo nefre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ellas vyth pan yu kyllys • Abel whek ov map kerra</td>
<td>614-615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>na vythqueth pan vef formys • the wothaf drok an perrna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>na caym pan yu dynythys • pan venyons ev an rema</td>
<td>618-619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dre vn venen wharvethys • govy pan welys eva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
But for a certain class of edition, supported by the UCS since Unicode 5.1, a closer reading is possible:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adam</th>
<th>Oðæ map py theth the vroder • prag na theth the genes dre 606 • 607</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caym</td>
<td>Anotho marthes preder • worth y wythyes goðynne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>A myleges yth ober • ty renlathes ſǔ loðte 610 • 611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hag ef ahana mar ger • oð meloth thyfo nefre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ellas vyth pan yu kyllys • Abel ðhek oð map kerra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>na vythqueth pan ðef formys • the ðothaf drok ā prna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>na caym pan yu dynythys • pan venyons ðo an rema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dre vn venen ðharðethys • goðy pan ðælys ðæa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the abbreviation $p$ is supported, $s$ and long $f$ are distinguished, $v$ and Middle Welsh $ð$ are distinguished, but $w$ and Anglicana $ð$ cannot be distinguished in an interchangeable way because the latter character is missing from the UCS. Note that $ow$, $oxð$, $ov$, and $oð$ are all valid ways of writing “ow” ‘my’ in this text (and all are found in this 2800-line drama).

2. Anglicana and Secretary hands. The Anglicana hand developed in England in the 13th and 14th centuries; it is often called “Court Hand” or “Charter Hand” but Parkes introduced the term “Anglicana” at least by 1969. Anglicana Formata and Bastard Anglicana developed in the 14th century. The “Secretary Hand” infiltrated throughout scriptoria due to the influence of French scribes who transformed the Anglicana in a variety of ways.

3. Anglicana $ð$ and Secretary $w$. The origin of the letter $W$ is usually explained by saying that it is simply a ligature of $uu$ or $vv$. But the matter seems to be somewhat more complex. In England the letter Wynyn $p$, of Runic origin, began to be replaced by a sequence $uu$, but as various hands developed and as $u$ and $v$ came to be distinguished, a new letter $w$ was devised. It is difficult to say with certainty what the development was, but the Cornish example above is illustrative of the influence and overlap of $ð$. In it, $b$ and Middle Welsh $ð$ have nearly the same shape (compare ober ‘deed’ in line 612 with eva ‘Eve’ in line 621. The Anglicana W in Oðæ ‘my’ line 606 looks rather like a ligature of two Middle Welsh V’s $ð$; in lines 615 and 617 respectively whek ‘sweet’ and thewo[r]thaf ‘from me’ show better the essential structure appears to have two vertical strokes and two bowls, as though two of these $ð$’s were (notionally) placed atop one another $ð$. In welys ‘I saw’ in line 621 a somewhat different shape, common in Middle English texts, is seen, similar to the $ð$ proposed here as the reference glyph. The examples below show the very great variety of specific glyph forms which developed based on re-analyses of this ductus. The Secretary $w$ is simply the $v$ with an added stroke ($v$, $υ$).

4. Need for encoding. The missing Anglicana W was discovered during the preparation of a palaeographic text of the Cornish Ordinalia, which will be part of a multi-volume edition of the entire traditional Cornish corpus, in preparation by Nicholas Williams, Alan M. Kent, and Michael Everson. This series will give the Cornish text in modern orthography on the left-hand page, English translation on the right-hand page, and with the palaeographic reading running along the bottom of each spread. This reading distinguishes $s$ and $f$, $r$ and $ṙ$, $v$ and $ẅ$, retains combining marks for suspensions, and gives final -ʃ, -ʊ, and other marks. We were surprised to discover that both Anglicana W and Secretary W were distinguished in Origo Mundi, but research into the matter suggests that the phenomenon is not limited to the Cornish corpus, but also occurs in Middle English texts as well. Plain-text encoding distinguishing $w$/ð is as important as that for $s$/ʃ, $r$/ṙ, and $v$/ʊ.
Figures.

The Charter Fragment

The hand of the *The Charter Fragment* is an Anglica Book hand. It is not particularly tidy, but then the metre and rhyme scheme is nowhere near as perfect as that of *Pascon agan Arluth*, either. The hand uses a two-compartment a (א), d with a strong diagonal (ט), figure-8 g (ג), and rounded w (י). Both f and long s have long descenders (גג); final s is sigmoid in shape (ס). A long descender is also found on r, which is strongly vertical with a wispy shoulder (ר). The r rotunda 2 is used (2), and yogh 3 has the same shape with a round right-swinging descender (ג).

Pascon agan Arluth

The hand of *Pascon agan Arluth* is likewise an Anglica Book hand, fluent but not particularly tidy, though the metre and rhyme scheme is nowhere near as perfect as that of *Pascon agan Arluth*, either. The hand uses both a two-compartment a (א) and a Secretary hand a (א), looped d (ט), a cursive e (א), and figure-8 g (ג). A typical shape is used for v (ו) and w (י). Both f and long s have long descenders (גג); final s is sigmoid in shape (ס). A long descender is also found on r, which as in *The Charter Fragment* is strongly vertical with a wispy shoulder (ר); the r rotunda 2 is used (2). The yogh 3 has a somewhat unusual shape with a vertical descender (ג).

Figure 1. Examples from the forthcoming edition of *The Charter Fragment and Pascon agan Arluth* (Corpus Textorum Cornicorum; Vol. 1) showing discussion of palaeography and an example of a spread with the edited text, translation, and palaeographic reading.
Figure 2. English text, “The Owl and the Nightingale”, written c. 1250, British Museum Cotton MS Caligula A.ix, fol. 233r. This text has both Wynn (dotted to distinguish it from Thorn) and Anglicana W, the latter appearing to be essentially two pointed V’s atop one another (♀). From Wright 1960, Plate 7.
Figure 3. English text, “Chronicle of Robert of Gloucester”, written between 1300 and 1325, British Museum Cotton MS Caligula A.xi, fol. 165r. An ordinary pointed V is used; the Anglicana W has simplified to two angled strokes and the 3-shaped right-hand element. Long and short s are distinguished, as are r and r-rotunda. From Wright 1960, Plate 10.
Figure 4. English text, “Harley Lyrics”, written between 1314 and 1325, British Museum Harley MS 2253, fol. 71v. The pointed v with descending left swash is used, along with a strongly circular Anglicana W, looking rather like an @-shaped reversed epsilon ©. From Wright 1960, Plate 9.
Figure 5. English text, “Cursor Mundi”, written c. 1340, British Museum Cotton MS Vespasian A.iii, fol. 123v. An ordinary pointed v is used; the Anglicana W has the same simplified shape to its two slightly angled strokes with a slightly raised 3-shaped right-hand element. Note the similarity in stroke of the right hand of the Anglicana W and of the two bowls in the capital B. From Wright 1960, Plate 11.
Figure 6. English text, “Ayebite of Inwyt”, written c. 1340, British Museum Arundel MS 57, fol. 13r. The Anglicana W has two straight diagonal strokes meeting the 3-shaped element, which in some cases extends below the antapex of the letter. Capital V is quite rounded; lower-case v is unremarkable. From Wright 1960, Plate 12.

Figure 7. Example c. 1340–50, British Museum MS Harley 2253, fol. 134v. The French text has a lower-case v with a left swash stroke, and in one instance has a strongly circular Anglicana W in the word vewablement. From Parkes 1979, Plate 1 (ii).
Figure 8. English text, “Handlyng Synne”, written c. 1380, British Museum Harley MS 1701, fol. 12v. Here both capital V and capital Anglicana W are seen, both with a similarly-curved leftmost stroke (in Vnto and Whan for instance). Lower case Anglicana W has the same structure, but lowercase v is more conventional and is shorter. From Wright 1960, Plate 13.
Figure 9. English text, “The Pricke of Conscience”, written 1405 by John Farnelay, British Museum Additional MS 32578, fol. 76r. Here the Anglicana W has a loop at the top of each of the slightly curved left-hand strokes. Lower-case v is short and rounded. From Wright 1960, Plate 16.
Figure 10. English text, “Travels of Sir John Mandeville”, written c. 1410–20, British Museum Cotton MS Titus C.xvi, fol. 60v. Here the Anglicana W has a loop at the top of each of the slightly curved left-hand strokes, in the same way lower-case b has. Lower-case v is short and has the short thin left swash stroke. From Wright 1960, Plate 17.
**Figure 11.** English text, “The Life of St Edmund”, written 1433, British Museum Harley MS 2278, fol. 66v. This pointed “bastard” hand makes use of both a Secretary w is found in *walkyng, wolff* and *woodneffe*, alongside the Anglicana W in *weppyng, Wher artow, Swych*. Because both of the left verticals have a loop at the top, the bottom right has only a single loop. The effect is of a ligature of two Welsh v’s: ѷ > ƿ. From Wright 1960, Plate 18.
Figure 12. English text, “Legendys of Hooly Wummen”, written 1447 by Friar Thomas Burgh, British Museum Additional MS 32578, fol. 76r. Here the Anglicana W has a rounded shape, somewhat similar to a rounded italic c, but with two curves on the right, deriving from the original ligature and still in the minds of the writers as an essential part of the glyph. From Wright 1960, Plate 20.
Figure 13. Example from the Latin “Brut” from the second half of the 15th century, Bodleian MS Rawlinson C.398, fol. 49r. The Anglicana Formata hand has a lower-case v with a strong left stroke, and a stylized Anglicana W with two main strokes and the figure-3 curves on the right. Both capital and small Anglicana W are shown, in the words Westmonasterii, Walle, Wallia, and Kitcaws. From Parkes 1979, Plate 8 (i). To the right of Kitcaws at the bottom of the figure are two words beginning with v, verfus and villam.

Figure 14. English text, “Lives of St Augustine of Hippo and St Gilbert of Sempringham”, written 1451, British Museum Additional MS 36704, fol. 46r. In this slightly irregular hand the Anglicana W has two small bowls at the top of each stem, and one below on the right. Compare lowercase b and Angloican a W. From Wright 1960, Plate 21.
Figure 15. English text, “Register of Charters”, written 1450-1560, Bodleian Library, Rawlinson MS B.408, fol. 13r. Here the Anglicana W has two left diagonals and two bowls on the right. In the first line a u-based glyph is used for this in ta\textshu{hd}. In the word \textshu{aelwyller} both Anglicana and Secretary forms are used. Other pairings, like s/ſ and r/ꝛ are also found. From Wright 1960, Plate 22.
Figure 16. English text, “Ludus Coventriae”, written 1450-1475, British Museum Cotton MS Vespasian D.viii, fol. 127v. Here the Anglicana W has a rounded shape, with two curves on the right, and retaining the two bowls on the left. From Wright 1960, Plate 23.
Figure 17. English text, “Secrees of Old Philisoffres”, written 1469 by William Ebesham, British Museum Lansdowne MS 285, fol. 152r. Here the Anglicana W is not used, but only the pointed Secretary W. From Wright 1960, Plate 24.
Figure 18. Example 1475, Glasgow University Library Hunterian MS T.3.15, fol. 15v. The Anglicana Formata hand has a lower-case \( v \) with a left swash stroke, and a very stylized Anglicana W with two main strokes and the figure-3 curves on the right. From Parkes 1979, Plate 6 (ii). The sentence pointed to with the arrow reads: *The whiche whoso wol wel thenke and haue deuoutly in mynde, and folowe vertuouſly in dede*...

Figure 19. English text, “The Manere of Good Lyuynge”, written c. 1500 by William Darker, Bodleian MS Laud Misc. 517, fol. 126v. In this “Fere textura” hand the Secretary forms are used, so *alwey*, *lawde*, *lyves*, *howe*, *vpon*, etc all have the more familiar pointed form we are used to today. From Parkes 1979, Plate 8 (ii).
Figure 20. Cornish text, “Beunans Meriasek”, written 1504, Peniarth MS 105, fol. 23v. The text reads, showing both Secretary W and Anglicana W:

\[ \text{iij Tost} \quad \text{Na rē purgur coftyntyn • y afteveth tozmēt tyn} \quad 1198 \cdot 1199 \]
\[ \text{myns a worth ćft an bzebō2} \]
\[ \text{Deū in kerth fcon cowetha • pup ay du grūes aʃpya} \quad 1201 \cdot 1202 \]
\[ \text{ov quand̄r mîr fus treytō2} \]
\[ \text{Calo} \quad \text{Me a úcyl enos ij guas • Sur orthodox fyfṁēs age fays} \quad 1204 \cdot 1205 \]
\[ \text{cruftuyon yth havalfēs} \]

Figure 21. Cornish text, “Beunans Meriasek”, written 1504, Peniarth MS 105, fol. 45v. The text reads, showing both Secretary W and Anglicana W:

\[ \text{iij Tost} \quad \text{Clo-pagination galofck • eff yv gelwys meryafek} \quad 2224 \cdot 2225 \]
\[ \text{dē gaffyres in y dethyov} \]
\[ \text{gans pub ol ythyv kerys • Inweth del yv leferys} \quad 2227 \cdot 2228 \]
\[ \text{dadder mur y ruk in pov} \]
**Figure 21.** Cornish text, “Origo Mundi”, written late 14th century, Bodley MS 791, fol. 6r. The text shows both Secretary W and Anglicana W, as well as Middle Welsh V and Secretary V.

**Unicode Character Properties.** Character properties are proposed here.

A7C2;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER ANGLICANA W;Lu;0;L;;;;;;;;;N;;;;;;;;
A7C3;
A7C3;LATIN SMALL LETTER ANGLICANA W;Lu;0;L;;;;;;;;;N;;;;;;;;;
A7C2;A7C2
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6. Choose one of the following:
   6a. This is a complete proposal
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   No.

B. Technical – General

1. Choose one of the following:
   1a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters)
   No.
   1b. Proposed name of script
   1c. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block
   Yes
   1d. Name of the existing block
   Latin Extended-D
2. Number of characters in proposal
   2.
3. Proposed category (A-Contemporary; B.1-Specialized (small collection); B.2-Specialized (large collection); C-Major extinct; D-Attested extinct; E-Minor extinct; F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic; G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols)
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   Yes.
4b. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” in Annex L of P&P document?
   Yes.
4c. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
   Yes.
5a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for publishing the standard?
   Michael Everson.
5b. If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools used:
   Michael Everson, Fontographer.
6a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
   Yes.
6b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters attached?
   Yes.
7. Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
   Yes.
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   No.
2a. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body, user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)?
   Yes.
2b. If YES, with whom?
   Andrew Dunning, Michael Everson, Andreas Stötzer, Andrew West, Nicholas Williams.
2c. If YES, available relevant documents
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included?
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4a. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use: common or rare)
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   No.
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   No.
9c. If YES, reference
10a. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character?
    No.
10b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
    No.
10c. If YES, reference
11a. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences (see clauses 4.12 and 4.14 in ISO/IEC 10646-1: 2000)?
    No.
11b. If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
    No.
11c. If YES, reference
11d. Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
    No.
11e. If YES, reference
12a. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics?
    No.
12b. If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)
13a. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
    No.
13b. If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?